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ROOT CELLARING PART 2 – PLANTING FOR STORAGE 
By Mary Nisley, CCEDC Master Gardener Volunteer 

(See February Dutchess Dirt for Part 1) 
 
Root cellaring is the practice of storing fruits and vegetables in the fresh state for winter eating 
without using electricity. Last month I discussed selecting and growing vegetables that fare well 
in long term storage. This month we will look at how to store those vegetables after harvest. 
 
Successful long term storage requires adequate control of temperature and humidity. There 
must also be good ventilation and drainage. The chart below shows the ideal conditions for 
vegetables commonly stored in root cellars. 

 

Optimum 
Temperature 

Optimum 
Humidity 

Vegetables 

32 ° 90 – 100% Beets, Brussels sprouts, Cabbage, Carrots, Cauliflower, Celeriac, 
Kohlrabi, Leeks, Winter Radishes, Turnips 

32 ° 65 - 70% Garlic, Onions 

40 °- 50 ° 90% Potatoes 

55 °- 60° 85 - 90% Sweet Potatoes 

50 °- 55 ° 50 - 70% Winter Squash 

 
In practice, nobody can achieve these conditions all the time, and it is particularly difficult when 
the temperature fluctuates wildly in the late fall and early spring. How close you need to get to 
the optimum depends on how long the crop will be stored. 
 
A temperature of 32 ° is ideal for many vegetables, but freezing the stored produce will damage 
it. The practical temperature range for storage is 32 °- 40 °. To get into this temperature range 
you may need to store vegetables in different places depending on the season. The trick to root 
cellaring is to find a location that gets close to the optimum temperature for the crop being 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.cce.cornell.edu/attachments/55103/Dutchess_Dirt_February_2022.pdf
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stored. Planting in mid-summer for late fall harvest helps avoid most of the fall temperature 
changes. Next vegetables can be first stored in a spot that cools quickly, for example an 
enclosed porch or garage, then moved when the area gets too cold. 
 
The humidity must be high enough to prevent the vegetables from 
drying out and becoming limp, but low enough to prevent mold. 
Humidity can be managed by using appropriate containers. Although 
humidity near 100% is good for many vegetables, they should not be 
touching water or they may rot. Traditionally root crops are stored in 
crates, in layers separated by sand. 
 
I store my Beauregard and Purple sweet potatoes in plastic bins 
covered by a thick towel. The towel allows some moisture to escape 
while retaining enough humidity that the sweet potatoes do not dry out. 
The bin is currently in a cool closet but I'll move it to the basement in 
the late spring when the house warms. 

 
Good ventilation is necessary because your stored vegetables are living plants and they 
continue to respire. Air vents, one high to exhaust warm air, and one low to bring in cool air, will 
also help control the temperature and humidity of the storage area. Opening the vents only 
overnight in the fall will quickly cool the storage area, while opening the vents only in the day 
time will warm the area during extended periods of very low overnight temperatures. 
 
Let’s look at some historic Dutchess County root cellars to see how they controlled temperature, 
humidity and ventilation. 
 
This root cellar built on a farm Pleasant Valley is large enough to store vegetables for an 
extended family or for winter sales. The dirt floor provides humidity though it must be well 
drained. The temperature at the back will be held in a narrow range because it is sheltered by 
soil on the roof and sides. The temperature near the door will be much closer to the outside 
temperature. 

 

 

 

 
 

Photo courtesy of MGV Kathy Smith 
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This root cellar is on the Locust Grave estate in 
Poughkeepsie. The space is still functional. As an 
experiment a bushel basket of Jerusalem artichokes was 
left on the floor in the late fall. In late March the Jerusalem 
artichokes were still crunchy and tasty. Access requires a 
ladder so it is not very convenient. I do wonder if this is all 
that is left of a structure that may have been much more 
sophisticated when it was in steady use. Or maybe the 
space was used only for bulk storage and accessed 
infrequently. The estate has a gorgeous ice house and 
had an ice box in the kitchen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
This family sized root cellar in the Abraham Fort house 
was built circa 1742. It is in the north wall of an 
unheated, dirt floored basement. The ceiling is curved so 
condensing moisture will drain to the side and not onto 
the vegetables. The slatted shelves also help with 
moisture control and air circulation. North is always the 
coolest side of any structure. 

 

 

 

 

 
Built in 1955, my root cellar is almost ‘historic’. It took me years to realize that the dirt floored 
space under our concrete patio could be used to store vegetables through the winter. The space 
is accessible through a door in the basement. Two vents provide adequate ventilation. The 
vents cannot be closed so they do not work for temperature control. The exposed walls and top 
mean the temperature inside rises and falls with the outside temperature, although the range is 
narrower. When the temperature drops below 10 ° for several nights I must move the vegetables 
into the adjacent basement to avoid freezing them. I control humidity by storing the vegetables 
in criss-crossed layers in loosely covered 5 gallon buckets. The buckets have holes punched in 
the bottom to drain condensation. Onions are in a kitty-litter bucket whose lid will not close – 
therefore the humidity is a bit lower which onions prefer. 

 
As it is, the space works well for the quantity of vegetables I grow though sometime in March I 
will move the remaining carrots and winter radishes into the refrigerator. The space could be 

  

Photo courtesy of MGV Mary Nisley 
Smith 

 

Photo courtesy of MGV Judy Wolf 
Nisley Smith 
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improved for better temperature control and longer storage. Creating a closet within the area 
using foam insulation panels and vents that can be opened and closed might keep the 
temperature in a much narrower range. 

 

 
I hope this gives you some ideas for storing your excess produce. For more details and plans 
for many types and sizes of root cellars see Root Cellaring, Natural Cold Storage of Fruits & 
Vegetables by Mike & Nancy Bubel, Storey Publishing 1991. 
 
 

GARDENER’S WORLD: WHAT I LEARNED FROM A BRITISH 
GARDENING SHOW (Part 1 of 2) 

By Linda DiGasper, CCEDC Master Gardener Volunteer 
 
Having my first house precipitated an interest in home gardening, as I had little experience. With 
only a few shrubs and a sea of lawn, I went to work learning more; TV shows were a part of my 
learning journey. At the time Home and Garden TV (HGTV) 
was a natural draw and a favorite show was Gardening by 
the Yard with host Paul James, an entertaining, if not zany 
person with lots of practical information.  Rebecca’s Garden 
was another excellent source of information with host 
Rebecca Kolls.  I was inspired by seeing other people’s 
gardens in A Gardener’s Diary with host Erica Glasener. 
And then there was the great information on The Victory 
Garden, America’s longest running garden show (1975-
2015) on the local Public Broadcasting Station (PBS) 
station.  
 
 

Photo courtesy of MGV Mary Nisley 
NisleyJudy Wolf Nisley Smith 

 

Photo courtesy of MGV Mary Nisley 
Smith 

 

Meconopsis betonicifolia, a Himalayan 
blue poppy featured in an episode 
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Well that was twenty years ago and those shows are no longer produced. The “perennial” joke 
about HGTV is where did the G go in HGTV; there are zero garden shows in their programming.  
PBS is still going strong with a garden show or two that varies based on your local station.  The 
internet has really grown to contain a plethora of accessible information. I am now a Master 
Gardener Volunteer and there is always something to learn in the dynamic and infinite world of 
gardening.  
 
I stumbled upon the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) show 
Gardener’s World.  It’s a British gardening show in its 54th season 
and is currently hosted by Monty Don, a British horticulturist, 
broadcaster, and writer. Many segments are filmed at his lovely 
garden named Longmeadow. Supporting co-hosts lead various 
segments filmed all over the United Kingdom (UK). Each episode is 
a mix of varying gardening topics, practical garden skills, interviews 
with garden professionals and beautiful garden visits. It has a very 
different feel from American television and some wonderful 
attributes and information that I wanted to share.   
 
It can be very practical, with Don incorporating how things didn’t go 
as planned in his garden, such as seedlings getting eaten by slugs 
or pulling out an ornamental grass that was just too vigorous. There are unscripted moments 
that are included like numerous camera shots of his two dogs lounging in the sun or following 
their dog Dad around, a nosy cat wandering into the shot or a red kite, a local prey bird, flying 
high and the host and cameraperson capturing it on film then including it in the editing room.  I 
was so moved to see how the hosts were very considerate of nature.  
 
Advice over the last season included to avoid clipping hedges between March and October 
because birds may be nesting in them, and it isn’t good to disturb them.  During a segment for 
pond maintenance, it was recommended that when scooping out any aquatic weeds or algae, to 
leave on the side of the pond for a day, so any living creatures can make their way back to the 
pond. They recommend leaving plants uncut for winter, so the seed heads are available as food 
source to birds and the stems assist overwintering insects. In one episode Don shared that 
swallows had nested in his potting shed, where he regularly filmed himself showcasing various 
tasks. He moved the filming to another location until they fledged.  How beautiful to see such 
respect for nature! 
 

I was impressed how they stressed sustainability 
topics, one of which was going “peat free”. Peat is 
a common growing medium for gardeners and can 
be burned as a heating fuel. It’s an organic 
substance formed from plants that accumulate and 
decompose very slowly in waterlogged soils 
(bogs). It takes about 1,000 years to form 1 meter 
(3.28 feet) of it. Peatlands hold 30% of the earth’s 
soil carbon and stripping off peat from peatlands 
disturbs complex ecosystems and releases 
enormous amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2), a 
major greenhouse gas driving climate change. The 
UK is conserving their dwindling peatlands and will 
be phasing out peat as a growing medium for Peat being harvested 
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gardeners. Coconut coir was one substitute that was commonly 
featured on the show, and I tried it this past year successfully as a 
growing medium and soil amendment. (Click here for further 
reading: What Is Peat Moss?  What’s the problem with peat? )  
 
The use of plastic supplies was another topic weaved throughout 
the show. Plastics production and the disposal of plastic products 
both contribute to climate change.  The message on the show was 
to reduce the purchase and use of plastic but if you already have 
plastic, it’s better to use to keep it out of the landfills.  

 
Helpful Tips and Techniques  

            
Perennial spade available in the UK  Perennial spade and utility shovel in the US 
 
I noticed that numerous gardeners on the show employed the use of what appeared to be 
oversized long-handled trowels or miniature shovels. It’s called a perennial spade and typically 
is about 20 inches long. I watched how they used it with ease for tasks that I use with a 
traditional trowel.  I tried using a 27 inches long miniature shovel that I happen to have in lieu of 
my trowel. This has been one of the most helpful tips! My hands and wrists thank me; they don’t 
have to work as hard since the shovel is larger and has more leverage. It allows me to generate 
more force and move more soil quickly with less repetitions.  
 
I successfully employed this technique of potting up plants that I saw on the show: 

     

 Place the plant that will be potted up into 

the larger pot and fill and firm the empty 

space with soil.  

 Gently pull up the inside pot leaving a 

large hole. 

 Remove plant from the pot and pop it into 

the open hole.  

 
 

Block of dried coconut coir 
 

https://pss.uvm.edu/ppp/articles/peatmoss.html
https://marylandgrows.umd.edu/2022/02/18/peat-free-potting-mixes/
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Gardeners in the show employ the use of a wooden plank (6 to 9 inch) in the vegetable garden, 
where they would use it work in the bed without compacting the soil with their footsteps.  They 
also would kneel on it to work in bed and used as a spacer when planting seeds in straight 
rows.  

 
Host Don also showed a cost-effective means of making simple 
steel plant support made from straight 6mm steel rods, a common 
building industry material. They are bendable and can be shaped 
into arcs of varying sizes to surround plants and will last a long 
time. I made and used these in my garden and found they worked 
very well.   Video clip here:  How to make steel-rod plant supports  
 
 
In Part Two of Gardener’s World: What I Learned From A British 
Gardening Show next month, I will share some highlights and 
history from the gardens the show visited and pitfalls of a garden 
show made for a different climate than ours. 
 
 

How to watch? The current and past season of Gardener’s World is available through Britbox 
streaming service and requires a subscription. If you have Amazon Prime, 56 episodes are 
available from the 2016 and 2017 seasons of Gardener’s World (listed as Seasons 6 and 7). 
Video segments and features are available on their website https://www.gardenersworld.com/  
 
 

ARTICLES OF INTEREST 
NYS IPM What’s Bugging You – Birdseed Pests 
NYS IPM - What’s Bugging You Website Updated.  
Crop Sciences Society of America - How Are Seeds Dispersed?  
Xerces Society - Pollinator-Friendly Parks: Enhancing Our Communities by Supporting Native 
Pollinators in Our Parks and Other Public Spaces  
 

CCEDC MASTER GARDENER SPRING PLANT SALE May 13 & 14 

Each year, Master Gardener volunteers and CCE staff 
hold our annual plant sale in May, at the Dutchess County 
Farm & Home Center in Millbrook. Our volunteers grow 
and sell a wide variety of annuals, perennials, vegetables 
and herbs. Some of these varieties are “tried and true” 
favorites, others are exciting new introductions. This is our 
primary fundraiser and we count on your support! Our 
volunteers are available to answer your gardening 
questions and to help you make your plant selections. 

The 2022 plant sale is scheduled for Friday, May 13 (from 
10 AM-4 PM) & Saturday, May 14 (from 9 AM-2 PM) in person at the Farm & Home Center in 
Millbrook. Visit ccedutchess.org/gardening/spring-plant-sale for a list of the plants that will be for 
sale.  

https://www.gardenersworld.com/how-to/grow-plants/how-to-make-steel-rod-plant-supports/
https://www.gardenersworld.com/
https://blogs.cornell.edu/nysipm/2022/02/15/whats-bugging-you-birdseed-pests/
https://blogs.cornell.edu/nysipm/2022/01/19/whats-bugging-you-announcing-our-updated-website-resource-for-you/
https://www.morningagclips.com/how-are-seeds-dispersed/
https://xerces.org/publications/guidelines/pollinator-friendly-parks
https://xerces.org/publications/guidelines/pollinator-friendly-parks
http://ccedutchess.org/gardening/spring-plant-sale
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UPCOMING EVENTS 
Wednesday, March 2, 6:00-7:30 pm, Dutchess Land Conservancy online Earth Matters: 
Winter Speaker Series.  Joyce Tomaselli: Controlling Invasive Plants in Managed Landscapes 
and Beyond. For more information, visit https://dutchessland.org/ 
 
Thursday, March 10, 7 pm, Clinton Community Library online, “Growing Orchids at 
Home” by CCEDC Educator Joyce Tomaselli. For more information, visit clinton.lib.ny.us  
 
Thursday, March 24, 7:00 pm Pawling Free Library online, “Dividing Perennials” by 
CCEDC Master Gardener Volunteer Judy Killmer. For more information visit 
pawlingfreelibrary.org 
 
Wednesday, April 6, 6:00-7:30 pm, Dutchess Land Conservancy online Earth Matters: 
Winter Speaker Series. Margaret Roach: Nonstop Plants: A Garden for 365 Days. To register, 
click here. For more information, visit https://dutchessland.org/ 
 
Dutchess County Soil and Water Conservation District annual 2022 Seedling Sale offers 
trees, shrubs, berry bushes, and more. Order deadline is Monday, March 14th.  Pick up dates 
and times are: April 21st 3-5pm, April 22nd 1-5pm, April 23rd 8:30am-12pm go to   
Dutchess County Soil and Water Conservation District (dutchessswcd.com) for plant 
information and order forms.  

 
FREDERICK W. VANDERBILT GARDEN ASSOCIATION 

Garden Volunteers Needed! 
Join the gardeners at the Roosevelt Vanderbilt National Historic Site for an informational meeting to 
learn about volunteer opportunities in our historic gardens. 
When: Tuesday, March 8 at 10:00 am OR Friday, March 18 at 10:00 am 
Where: The Greenhouses at the Home of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Rt. 9, Hyde Park, NY (GPS: 4097 
Albany Post Road, Hyde Park, NY 12538) 
Questions: Contact Anna de Cordova, NPS 
Horticulturist, at anna_decordova@nps.gov 

 Volunteer at the Roosevelt Home Vegetable 

Garden on Tuesdays from 9-12.  

 Volunteer at Val Kill, The Home of Eleanor 

Roosevelt, on Wednesdays from 9-12 

 Volunteer at the Roosevelt Home Rose Garden 

and Presidential Gravesite on Fridays from 9-12. 
National Park Service garden volunteers contribute to 

our community while enjoying flexible schedules, learning, sharing, and engaging in the history 

and legacy of the Roosevelts. 
 

NYS IPM FIRST FRIDAY EVENTS  
Colleagues at New York State Integrated Pest Management have created a series of 30 minute 
talks on various pests and using Integrated Pest Management to avoid problems they may 
cause. The talks are offered the first Friday of each month at noon. The topics are timely and 
interesting such as dealing with mice in your home, and dealing with stink bugs which can be a 
challenge as cooler weather arrives. Click here for the list of topics, past recordings, and 
registration. 

https://dutchessland.org/
http://clinton.lib.ny.us/
https://www.pawlingfreelibrary.org/
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/earth-matters-becca-rodomsky-bish-on-how-your-yard-can-help-support-birds-tickets-243684846937
https://dutchessland.org/
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001KhHlcCbymM3YcH_RlCdirnAZZFQvOmSEK4GJmq2PSOGx3lRkqxvItTHkFdQZzX8m_5TJqWwCLzSMeLhyIFHICD2GnG1U7ZX_3XYb_UKHOMhgBpYnbcXCpVoG9L1gxEsd5Qh6de-u7Jbke3fDghwCKg==&c=LwrH8yRgdhPSYfo69J3LnZhdPXVpAXBixjwBpTwSpEx8xxFNELl6vA==&ch=KkrtRcrMKKPbj8LoaLpuMT-u4MdFXwWP2O45mfXRv_-UpxHTvXlpgw==
https://nysipm.cornell.edu/whats-bugging-you/first-friday-events/
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MONTHLY ID QUIZ 

 
 

A heavy snowstorm knocked dried grapes 
and crab apple fruit to the ground to be 
enjoyed by local wildlife and an occasional 
puppy passing by.  

This hardened black ooze the size of a 
softball is at the base of a shagbark 
hickory tree which also houses squirrels. 
Do you know what it is?   

 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Due to COVID-19 our office is not open to the public. We are currently not accepting soil or 
diagnostic samples at the office without pre-arrangements. Please email Francheska Kuilan at 
fk232@cornell.edu for forms and instructions.  
 

Need Soil pH Testing? Need Lawn or Plant Diagnosis? 
Have any gardening questions? 

 
The Horticulture Hotline is closed for the season. Diagnostics questions can be left for Joyce 
Tomaselli at 845-677-8223 ext. 134 or emailed to jdt225@cornell.edu. Written questions can be 
submitted to our website at www.CCEDutchess.org/gardening. Click on Contact Us and select 
the topic of Gardening. If a photograph is included, please ensure it is focused and as close up 
as possible.    
 
HELP SPREAD THE DIRT! Please forward a copy to anyone you think might be interested. To 
be added or removed from our e-mail list, or submit upcoming gardening events, contact Joyce 
Tomaselli at jdt225@cornell.edu, www.ccedutchess.org  

 
Websites mentioned in Dutchess Dirt are provided as a courtesy to our readers. Mention of these websites does not imply 
endorsement by Cornell University, Cornell Cooperative Extension or by the author.  
 

 

  

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and 
Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 

The programs provided by this agency are partially funded by monies received from the County of Dutchess. 

mailto:fk232@cornell.edu
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/

